Third conference of the Italian Association for Southeast Asian Studies (ItaSEAS)

20 – 21 JUNE 2016

Conference Center
Conservatorio delle Orfane a Terra Murata, Procida
University of Naples L’Orientale
Monday, 20 June

9.00 – 9.30 Registration of Participants

9.30 – 10.00 Plenary Session: Presentation of the Conference (Chapel)

10.00 – 11.30 Parallel session 1

1A – Languages and Linguistics (Chapel)

Chair: Antonia Soriente (University of Naples "L’Orientale")

Marian Klamer (Leiden University): The dispersal of Austronesian Languages in Indonesia: Current findings and debates

Sander Adelaar (University of Melbourne): The historical development of Malagasy body-part terms

Philippe Grangé (La Rochelle University): The Bajo Diaspora in Indonesia: a refined scenario based on lexical data

1B – Labour, Production, Markets and Rights (Computer Room)

Chair: Pietro Masina (University of Naples "L’Orientale")

Giacomo Tabacco (University of Milano Bicocca): The Acehnese gold and gemstones mining pattern amid norms and social transformations

Nicola Mocci (University of Sassari): History of dockworkers in containers ports in Thailand and in Malaysia: from empowering to weakening

Laura Prota (University of Salerno): Rice, the State and the market in Vietnam: a positional analysis of rice trade to operationalize Polanyi's principles of coordination

1C – Politics, Participation, Exclusion and Rights (Library)

Chair: Tomas Larsson (University of Cambridge)

Amalia Rossi (University of Milano Bicocca): Post-coup Thailand and the role of Europe(Ans)

Sophie Lemière (European University Institute – New York University, Florence): Gangsters and Masters: Complicit Militancy in Contemporary Malaysia

Oksana V. Novakova and Maria Baranova (Moscow State University): To the future through the past: the 12th Congress and political culture of the CPV

11.30 – 11.45 Coffee break

11.45 – 13.15 Parallel Session 2

2A – Languages and Linguistics (Chapel)

Chair: Marian Klamer (Leiden University)

Dalan M. Peranginangin (University of Hong Kong): How well have the language and culture documentation and revitalization efforts in Indonesia developed after the Indonesian Reformation era?

Peter Sercombe (Newcastle University): Language attrition in Southeast Asia: wider trends and a singular case: the Penan in Brunei

Dario De Falco (University of Naples "L’Orientale"): Endangered Languages in the era of social media: the case of the Kenyah Lebu’ Kulit language
2b - Contended processes of regional integration (Computer room)
Chair: David Camroux (SciencesPo, Paris)
Gabriella Angelini (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): The Trans-Pacific Partnership and its ASEAN members: The Case of Vietnam
Nuno Canas Mendes (Instituto do Oriente, ISCSP-ULisboa): East Timor and the Community of the Portuguese Language Countries (CPLP)
Alessandro Uras (University of Cagliari): New challenges to ASEAN neutrality over the South China Sea issue

---

2c - Politics, participation, exclusion and rights (Library)
Chair: Chiara Formichi (Cornell University)
Giuseppe Gabusi (University of Torino and T.wai - Torino World Affairs Institute): State, market and social order: Myanmar’s political economy challenges
Stefano Ruzza (University of Torino and T.wai - Torino World Affairs Institute): There are Two Sides to Every COIN: Of Economic and Military Means in Myanmar’s Comprehensive Approach to Illicit Peacebuilding
Vita Febbrary (Amsterdam University): State Orchestrated Community Based Health Care in the Indonesian New Order (1985-1998)

13.15 - 14.15 Lunch

14.15 - 14.30 Official welcome of academic authorities (Chapel)
Giorgio Banti, Pro-Rector, University of Naples "L'Orientale"
Giampiero Moretti, Head, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Naples "L'Orientale"
Fabrizio Pesando, Deputy Head, Department of Asian, African and Mediterranean Studies, University of Naples "L'Orientale"

14.30 - 16.30 Round Table: Perspectives on Southeast Asian studies (Chapel)
Chair: Pietro Masina (University of Naples "L'Orientale")
Andrew Hardy (École Française d'Extrême-Orient, EFEO)
Giorgio Banti (University of Naples "L'Orientale")
Maurizio Peleggi (National University of Singapore)
Antonia Soriente (University of Naples "L'Orientale")
Silvia Vignato (University of Milano Bicocca)

16.30 - 17.00 Coffee break

17.00 - 19.00 Parallel session 3

3a - Labour, production, markets and rights (Chapel)
Chair: Laura Prota (University of Salerno)
Pietro Masina (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): Industrialization and labour trajectories in Southeast Asia since the late 1980s
Francesca Congiu (University of Cagliari) and Michela Cerimele (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): US, the Trans-Pacific Partnership and labour standards. The cases of China and Vietnam
Patrick Anderson (Forest Peoples Programme and Australian National University) and Avi
Mahaningtyas (Packard Foundation - Climate and Land Use Alliance): Can Nutella save the Rainforests? The role of markets campaigns and international consumerism in promoting human rights, environmental protection and good governance in Indonesia
3b - Politics, participation, exclusion and rights (Computer room)
Chair: Aurora Donzelli (Sarah Lawrence College)
Antje Missbach (Monash University): Unaccompanied minors trapped in transit in Indonesia: intimate relationships, exploitation and resilience?
Silvia Vignato (University of Milano Bicocca): Hidden bodies: life planning and health for young city migrants in Banda Aceh, Indonesia
Jean Baffie (CNRS – Aix-Marseille University): Sociology and politics of green areas in Bangkok
Umberto Battello (University of Milano Bicocca): Rewilding and Local Community Inclusive participation for nature conservation strategies in Bali

3c - Languages and linguistics (Library)
Chair: Sander Adelaar (University of Melbourne)
Giuseppina Monaco and Roberta Zollo (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): Reading and analysing Pustaha, a window into Batak beliefs
Uli Kozok (University of Hawai‘i): Lettered Cannibals: Literacy in a pre-colonial tribal society
Antonia Soriente (University of Naples “L’Orientale”): "The adventures of Unjung and Mbu Kuvong". How Language documentation can help to understand oral literature, language and cultural contact in Borneo
Donna Sampaleng (High School of Theology IKAT, Indonesia), Mieske Rinny Liando (State Polytechnic of Manado) and Seska Meyli Hermin Mengko (State University of Manado): The effect of culture to education approaches for women of the Arfak mountains Moilei’s tribe at district of Minyambou, West Papua

20.30 – Social dinner (Ristorante La Pergola)

Tuesday, 21 June

9.00 - 11.00 Parallel session 4

4a - Politics, participation, exclusion and rights (Chapel)
Chair: Amalia Rossi (University of Milano Bicocca)
Aurora Donzelli (Sarah Lawrence College): The Act of Reading Aloud: Neoliberal Scripts and Hidden Transcripts in the Multimodal Enactment of Indonesian Electoral Mission Statements
Ward Keeler (University of Texas): Do Queer Folk Get a Break in Southeast Asia?
Chiara Formichi (Cornell University): Studying Islam in Southeast Asia: universal or particular?
Tomas Larsson (University of Cambridge): Budgeting for Buddhism: The political economy of religious bureaucratisation in Thailand

4b - Histories and encounters (Computer room)
Chair: Antonella Diana (Independent scholar)
Andrew Hardy (EFEO): Mechanisms of Political Integration in the Kingdom of Champa (15th century): a Reading of Inscriptions C. 42 and C. 43 and the Ming Dynasty Archives
Bernard Sellato (Centre Asie du Sud-Est, CNRS EHESS Paris): Shifting identities in eastern Borneo (17th-20th c.): globalization, forest products, the eastern slave trade, and imported “Punan” hunter-gatherers

Frank Dhont (University of Brunei Darussalam): Between Colony and Nation-State: Traditional Rulers on Java and Borneo in Modern 20th Century

Stefano Pelaggi (Sapienza University of Rome): Italians at the service of the court of Burma. The colonial expansion ambitions of the Kingdom of Italy on the eve of the Third Anglo-Burmese War

---

4C - LITERATURE AND ART (LIBRARY)
Chair: Ben Murtagh (SOAS, University of London)

Le Thuy Hien (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): The art of humor in So Do (Dumb luck) – once a banned novel of the greatest Vietnamese writer of the twentieth century Vu Trong Phung

J.P. Leo Asong (Éotvös Loránd University, Budapest): The Humorist as Serious Critic: Race and Empire in Mark Twain’s Writings on the Philippine-American War

Carmencita Palermo (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): Back to the 'sacred' roots; Balinese women towards contemporary performance

11.00 - 11.30 Coffee break

11.30 - 13.30 Parallel session 5

5A - LITERATURE AND ART (CHAPEL)
Chair: Carmencita Palermo (University of Naples "L'Orientale")

Ben Murtagh (SOAS, University of London): ‘There’s no place for us here’; tactics for queer belonging in Indonesian cinema

Judith E. Bosnak (Goethe University Frankfurt): Strengthening social networks with pen and carriage. Javanese-language travelogues from colonial times (1860-1875)

Pudentia Purenti (University of Indonesia): Malay traditional theatre as Indonesian Cultural Heritage

5B - REPRESENTATIONS AND IDENTITIES (COMPUTER ROOM)
Chair: Silvia Vignato (University of Milano Bicocca)

Doan Thi My Huong (Vietnam National Institute of Culture and Arts Studies): The Murals in Contemporary Art Painting: another Kind of Depicting Buddhist Art in Thang Nghiem Buddhist Temple at Khuc Thy village, Thanh Oai County, Hanoi city

Barbora Jirková (Charles University in Prague): Righteous Deities, Depraved Deities: The North Vietnamese Supernatural Landscape under the Nguyễn Dynasty

Gregorius Budi Subanar (Sanata Dharma University - Indonesia): The Indonesian Christian art paintings – crossing the border of the European style: The case of Frans Basuki Abdullah

Paolo Maiullari (Museo delle Culture, Lugano): Ngaju large ceremonial hats. The perpetuating of an identity by means of weaving in Southern Borneo

5C - LANDSCAPE BETWEEN PAST AND PRESENT (LIBRARY)
Chair: Andrew Hardy (EFEO)

Elena Paolini (University of Milano Bicocca): Albergo Diffuso: Proposing a new model of accommodation facility in order to preserve the Cultural Landscape of Bali
Carolina Boldoni (CRIA, ISCTE-IUL, FCSH, Lisbon; FCT research fellow): How do the local East-Timorese community interpret the landscape? Histories and memories shared among the spatial, the social, and temporal Timorese realities inscribed in it

Kris Ramlan (Goethe University Frankfurt): Visualizing Multi-cultural Landscape of Malaysia: Modern Artists Subjective Expression, 1957--1970s

Gabriella De Felice (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): Settlements and landscape: the case-study of the Cham citadels

13.30 – 14.30 Lunch

14.30 – 16.30 Parallel session 6

6A – REPRESENTATIONS AND IDENTITIES (CHAPEL)
Chair: Giacomo Tabacco (University of Milano Bicocca)

Paul Sorrentino (Max Planck Institute): From the war dead to the (re-)writing of history: spirit possession, science, and truth in contemporary Vietnam

Nina Grigoreva (National Research University Higher School of Economics, Saint-Petersburg): The Muong epic cycle of ‘The Birth of the Earth and Water’: Universal Motifs And Their Local Variants

Alessandra Chiricosta (University of Rome "Tor Vergata"): Vietnamese Women Warriors: Domesticated symbols and resisting bodies

Vincenzo Della Ratta: (Sapienza University of Rome): Some musical aspects of the Kwangkay secondary mortuary ritual of the Dayak Benuaq (East Kalimantan)

6B – LABOUR, PRODUCTION, MARKETS AND RIGHTS (COMPUTER ROOM)
Chair: Michela Cerimele (University of Naples "L’Orientale")

Antonella Diana (Independent scholar): The Production Space, Power and Knowledge in the Golden Triangle Special Economic Zone, Lao PDR

6B – CONTENTED PROCESSES OF REGIONAL INTEGRATION (COMPUTER ROOM)
Chair: David Camroux (Sciences Po, Paris)

Gabriele Giovannini (Northumbria University): The Impact of Multinational Transboundary Infrastructures (MTIs) on the Relational Power of Small States: a Case Study of the Xayaburi Dam in Laos

Guy Faure (CNRS – Aix Marseille University): Two visions of developing the Mekong Region: ADB versus MRC

6C – LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS (LIBRARY)
Chair: Peter Sercombe (Newcastle University)

Patrizia Pacioni (SOAS, University of London): Aspects of Khmer Relative Clauses

Alfonso Cesarano (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): Attempting for a typological approach to the analysis of the "r(e)-“ morpheme in Punan Tubu’ language, North Kalimantan, Indonesia

Miriam Balzano (University of Naples "L'Orientale"): Discourse particles and peculiar phrase structures in Papuan Malay

16.30 – 17.00 PLENARY – CONCLUSIONS AND GREETINGS (CHAPEL)
The organizers of the 3rd ItaSEAS Conference

Antonia Soriente (asoriente@unior.it)
Pietro Masina (pmasina@unior.it)

University of Naples "L’Orientale"

http://www.unior.it/ateneo/14095/1/3rd_itaseas-conference-2016.html